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The collection features  a whopping 254 diamonds  per timepiece. Image credit: Harry Wins ton

 
By AMIAH T AYLOR

U.S. jeweler Harry Winston is defying gravity with detail, releasing new pieces that feature white diamonds and
appear to be suspended in mid-air.

The HW Emerald collection includes a whopping 254 diamonds per timepiece and pays homage to the late
founder's favored emerald cut. The luxe watches are available in colored variations, with an emerald-cut Paraba
tourmaline, blue sapphire or white diamond as the sparkling focal point.

T imeless timepieces
The luxury label has released an accompanying advert film as a digital extension of its  sparkling selections.

Its branded spot begins with an artist dipping an incredibly fine-tipped brush into blue paint to put the finishing
touches on a striking illustration of the Ultimate Emerald Signature by Harry Winston.
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A post shared by Harry Winston (@harrywinston)

A deconstructed view of the Ultimate Emerald Signature by Harry Winston

As the artist adds vivid blue color to the illustration's bezel, the scene transitions to show a blue sapphire necklace.

A master jeweler holds an emerald-cut blue sapphire in a pair of tweezers. With the illustration as a beautiful
backdrop, viewers can compare the imagined creation to a more tangible reality.

On a piece of paper littered with white diamonds, the gem technician places tiny stones into platinum prongs.
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A post shared by Harry Winston (@harrywinston)

An alternate image of Harry Winston's high-jewelry piece

Not unlike a masquerade attendee removing her marquee accessory, the film reveals that the watch has two faces.

One face features an emerald-cut stone and appears to be a highly-detailed pendant. The layer underneath is a
traditional watch face with a micro pav. The camera zooms in on the watch's elegant detail, in an effort to truly
appreciate the tiers of depth that ornment the jeweled creation.

In an elongated shot that shows off the woven silk watchband, the completed timepiece is set beside the original
watercolor painting with a finality that signals the end of the film.

The demand for diamonds is growing. While the U.S. held 42 percent of the world's polished diamond demand in
2014, that portion has grown to 48 percent as of 2021, per a Zippia report.

As the American appetite for diamonds grows to near insatiable levels, Harry Winston is wisely featuring incredible
diamond pieces as part of its  newly unveiled line.
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The glittering gift of giving 
In the absence of centuries-old heritage as compared to global counterparts, American jewelers and watchmakers
are always keen to drive attention to the historic legacy of their work (see story).

While the newest collection from Harry Winston is a tangible ode to its founder, the luxury giant has followed in his
footsteps in more than one way.

As one of the world's most famous philanthropists whose legacy includes donating the Hope Diamond to the
Smithsonian, Mr. Winston left large shoes to fill in the realm of charity.

Always up to the challenge, the brand has historically partnered with The Foundation for AIDS Research (see story)
and has founded the Harry Winston Hope Foundation, which provides grants to nonprofits that center on providing
youth with quality education.
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